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Silicon Labs and Amazon Collaborate on Sidewalk, a New Shared Network
for IoT Consumer Devices
AUSTIN, Texas, Sept. 21, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB), a leading provider of silicon,
software and solutions for a smarter, more connected world, announces a collaboration with Amazon to support
Amazon Sidewalk, a shared network created by neighbors who share a small portion of Wi-Fi bandwidth to help
their devices work better at home and beyond the front door.
Silicon Labs' wireless solutions for Amazon Sidewalk will enable developers to create IoT products with
encrypted cloud communication, no matter which protocol is used. Silicon Labs' EFR Wireless Gecko
Series products support Sidewalk's sub-GHz and Bluetooth® Low Energy protocols.
"Silicon Labs and Amazon are teaming up to help OEMs create amazing new user experiences with secure,
private, easy to set up Sidewalk IoT devices," said Jake Alamat, vice president and general manager of IoT home
and consumer products at Silicon Labs.
Operated by Amazon at no charge to users, Sidewalk helps simplify new device setup, extends the working
range of low-bandwidth devices, and helps them stay online and up-to-date even if they are outside their
home's Wi-Fi range. With Amazon Sidewalk, users can experience improved coverage of smart devices in and
around the home and throughout the neighborhood, enable limited offline connectivity for uses such as motion
alerts from security cameras, receive customer support for troubleshooting even when Wi-Fi is down, and easily
set-up new devices.
In the future, Sidewalk will power new device experiences such as tools that can self-diagnose problems and
order replacement parts, deliver improved range with reduced energy consumption for smart locks, and offer
the ability to locate pets or valuables throughout your neighborhood.
Equipped with multiple layers of security and privacy, Amazon Sidewalk will support Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) and Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) in the 900 MHz band.
On September 10, Jamie Siminoff, founder & chief inventor of Ring, discussed Sidewalk during his feature
keynote at Silicon Labs' Works With 2020 virtual smart home developer conference. A replay of Siminoff's
keynote is available here, and can be viewed by registering for free on the Works With conference website here.
To learn more about Silicon Labs' wireless connectivity solutions, visit silabs.com/wirelessgecko.
About Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for a smarter, more
connected world. Our award-winning technologies are shaping the future of the Internet of Things, Internet
infrastructure, industrial automation, consumer and automotive markets. Our world-class engineering team
creates products focused on performance, energy savings, connectivity and simplicity. silabs.com
Cautionary Language
This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Labs' current expectations. These
forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual
results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could
impact Silicon Labs' financial results and cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forwardlooking statements, please refer to Silicon Labs' filings with the SEC. Silicon Labs disclaims any intention or
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise.
Note to editors: Silicon Labs, Silicon Laboratories, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon
Labs logo are trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks
of their respective holders.
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